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ÀBSTRACÎ

The problems faced in many parts of the world regarding

resource management are those of increased human population

Ieading to increased pressure on land for a source of live-

Iihood. To determine the right formula of allocating land

Lo settlements¡ agriculture, forestry, or other ìand uses

without rnaking one aspect suffer therefore becomes extremely

difficult. For foresL-based resources¡ an essential require-

ment is to establish the types¡ extent and present condition

of these forests.

This study used remote sensing to assess timber volumes

for management purposes of the 238 Km2 tropical, Kakamega

Forest of western Kenya, The rate of forest depletion in

Kenya is high and the few remnant tropical forests are in

danger of becoming extinct, This is especially true in view

of the fact that Kenya's population growth is on the in-

crease, which Ieads to much pressure on the limited forest

resource.

The survey technigues used involved a multistage Cata

gathering and integrated approach, based on satellite image-

ry, aerial photography and ground observations. The results

of the survey revealed four major forest cover types cover-

ing about 16t763 ha (or 72.3% of the entire gazetted forest



of Kakamega). The timber volume estimates in these major

cover types amounted to about 1.27 million M3 of timber in

the entire forest. About 6100 ha ot 26.3% of the gazetted

forest area v¡as reveal-ed to be under either grassland or ag-

riculture. This clearly indicates Iarge forest disturbance.

These resuLts are expected to serve as a basis for future

monitoring and management of forests in the district. The

construction of a sound Geographical Information System

(GIS) based on this data and data from othèr sources is

highly recommended for future decision-making'
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1.1

Chapter I
I NTRODUCTI ON

PREAUBLE

The basic problen facing many resource managers arising

from the ever increasing demand of the worÌd's expanding

population, is whether more land should be allocated for

food production or for production of wood and other tinber

products (lnternational Council for Research in Àgrofores-

try. 1981). lt may seem simple, depending on whether one is

a forester or an agriculturalist. The truth has to be estab-

Iished by government planners as rna jor shortages from the

existing resource bases begin to threaten the Iivelihood of

the inhabitants, The International Council for Research in

Àgroforestry (1981) has suggested that outputs of both fuel-

wood and food can be increased by improving productivity

from existing land allocations, and a great deal is being

done worldwide in this respect, with much more still possi-

b]e. Ho!¡ever, the Iong time scale involved and the level of

external inputs required, may sometimes limit the adequacy

of this approach in the short run.

Forests are often regarded by those who live in or near

them primarily as potential farmland. Depending on the type



of agricufture practisedf the naturaf tree vegetation is

considerably altered and replaced entirely with other plants

(Longman and Jenik, 1974). tn the tropics, substantial areas

of the 'primary' or natural forests have been farmed for

food crops by shifting cultivation methods, in which tempo-

rary farms are made by cutting and burning of forests,

Tropical forests have been reported to be cleared at the

rate of 1.3 million hectares per year (UNEP, 1985). Kenya/

the focus of this study, is no exception since it falIs

within the tropics.

Over 80% of Kenya's human population is concentrated on

Iand of agricuJ-tura1Ìy high potential, which is mainly ru-

ral, Kenya is also characterized by a very high birth rate
(approximately 3.8%) and very high rural population densi-

ties of over 500 persons per Km2 in some places (Central Bu-

reau of Statistics, 1981). This rural population is heavily

dependent on agriculture as a source of subsistence. The

rate of urbanization in densely popuLated areas also has an

important bearing on land use practices.

It is projected in the current development pfan that dur-

ing the year 1987. over 1 rnilf ion cubic metres of timber

wiIl be produced for industrial purposes. Forests are there-

fore expected to contribute about 500 Million Kenya Shill-
ings in the 1986/e7 financial year which is about 0,6% of

the country's Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The Agriculture

and Forest sector together are expected to provide employ-



ment of up to 223,800 people bI

1983).

1988 (Republic of KenYa '

Traditionally trees are a normal feature of all- Iand use

systems (FÀo, 1985). The traditional role of foresLs in

Kenya has been to provide the people with fuelwood and raw

materials for buildings, tools and implernents. Times in

memorial, fuelwood was considered a free good provided by

nature. Now fuelwood becomes increasingly an economic com-

modity with more and more peopJ.e involved in its expJ-oita-

tion and trade. However, technicaf and industriaJ- develop-

ment has resulted in forests being used extensively as raw

material for mechanical and chemical wood-based industries;

for example, sav¡n timber, panels, boards' pulp and paper ' In

addition, the Nation's forests contribute to the well-being

of the people through their protective impact on the envi-

ronment, for exanple by conserving soils and soil moisture

(Republic of KenYa, 1983 ) .

Managenent of this resource base falls under the juris-

diction of the Forest Department which is in the Ministry of

Environment and Natural Resources ' The District Foresters

are responsible for various activities pertaining to forests

in their respective districts' Such activities involve issu-

ing of J.ogging licences, co-ordination and j.rnplemenLation

of afforestation and management programs. Some non-govern-

mental organizations such as Churches, women groups and

Schools activei.y play a role by planting seedlings in tree

nurseries for free distribution to individuals to plant.

-3-



There has been a recent Presidential decree of improving

management of a1I forests in Kenya. This decree has empha-

sised the importance of pJ.anting tea bushes around major

forest zones in Kenya. By July 1986, this had been imple-

mented by planting a 50 metre belt of tea along the forest

edges. Kakamega forest was one of the first to implement

this program. The aim of this program s¡as to safeguard the

forests from being cleared from the edges by subsistence

cul-tivat.ors and firewood and tinber gatherers.

1.2 STUDY ÀREÃ

Kenya, in which the study area is located, is situated

approximately between latiÈudes 40 40' N and 40 40' S and

longitudes 34o E and 410 n (nigure 1). It falfs along the

East Àfrican coast between the shores of lake Victoria and

the Indian ocean. Its total area is about 580.357 Km2 of

which 11,230 Kmz is water and 569,137 Rm2 is land surface'

1t is a country with highly contrasting physical features

including a 60 Kn wide Great Rift Valley and mountains of

varying sizes from 2000 m to 5000 m. Mt. Kenya, Mt. E]gon

and the Àberdares are some examples of these mountains ris-

ing to heights of 5230 m, 4320 n and 4000 m, respectively'

the highlands, forming most of the south-west and central

parts of the country have an elevation ranging from 1400 to

2800 n above sea level, and are well r'¡atered and fertile'

Most of these highland areas are dominantly under agricul-

-4-



of Kakamega Forest study area.
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tural use with a few areas amongst them having remnant natu-

ral forests.

The exact location of the study area is Kakamega forest

which lies in the Western Province of Kenya and forms a part

of the country's f evr remnant tropical rain forests. It lies

betr.¡een latitudes 0o 22' N and 00 9' N and longitudes 340

46' E and 34o 57' E. rt covers a gazeÈledl forest area of

238 Km2 on the eastern side of Rakamegð district' This for-

est is typical of the once conLinuous belt of tropical rain

forest that formerly stretch from west Àfrica across the

congo to East Africa (Lamprey , 1974). The area has a high

annuaf average rainf al-I of over 2000 mm (Jaetzold and

Schmidt, 1982). Lind and Morrison (1974) recognized that

forests of the Kakamega region have tree species similar to

those in the Lake Victoria basin of Uganda. Although there

are many different cornmunities in the climax forests in the

Lake victoria basin of uganda (raO, 1981) and probabì.y for

neighboring Kenya ' there is a tendency towards dominance by

the genera CeItis, Chrvsophvllum, Aninqeria and Piptade-

niastrum with among fesser important species of Morus, U-91-

or)têlea. Àntiaris and Àlstonia. FÀo (1981) have noted that

in the understorey of forests in uhis bel't occur Trichilia'

Teclea, Lychnodiscus, Lasiodiscus and Acalvpha.

Note: 1. A gazetted forest is one
off icially demarcated as
set aside as crown land
whether il is under tree

which has been
a forest and been

irrespective to
cover or not.



They further note that the species whj,ch usually character-

ize the succession of secondary forests are: ÀIbizia, 4¡--

tiaris, BIiqhia, Canarium schweinfurthii, CeItis africana,

Cettis durandii, Entandrophraqma and Faqara among others.

Patches of characteristic colonizing species such as Maesop-

qþ, mature alongside climax canopy species in a mosaic pat-

tern, in the spaces left by the clearing of large trees.

Às for Kakamega forest the common tree species include

Croton meqafocarpus (Musine or I'lukinduri ), Funtumía latifo-

l-ia (t.tutondo or Musakariet), Craibia brownii (Muhonde), Mae-

sopsiq eminii (Mutere or Musizi), CeItis africana (Murundu

or Mweyu), Prunus africanum (Mwerí or Mwiriza), olea welr¿it-

schii (Etgon Teak or Loliondo), Antiaris toxicaria (Mulun-

du), strychonos usambarensis (Shikoye or Mutikani) and rgå-

sueia Þhoberos ( tøba 1la kaya ) .

Kenya's forest cover is estimated to be about 2.3% (Fíg-

ure 2) of the country's total area (Doute et al,, 1981).

Most of these forests are concentrated in a small area of

the country's high potential agricultural land, which com-

prises less than 20% of. the totaf land area. The rate of de-

pletion for some of these forests, including the Kakamega

forest is about 245-300 ha per year (niamond, 1979 and

ochanda et al. , 1 981 ) .
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1.3 PROBLEM STÀTEIÍENT

Man's activities vtithin the environment have increasingly

presented concerns for resource managers. Tansley and Chipp

(1926), Bene et al. (1977) and Jahn (1982) have noted that

the actions of the industrial countries, and more recently,

the rapidly increasing population of the third world na-

tions, have been transforming the tropical landscape tremen-

dously. This change threatens to destroy the resource stock

on r¡hich the Iivelihood of the population depends. The for-

est areas decrease quickly depending on clirnate, soil, popu-

lation density and the technical development of the people

exploiting the forest. As the state of the remaining forest

areas deteriorates, they become scarce, the growing poten-

tial of the trees decreases, and natural regeneration is en-

dangered. The tree species composition changes at the ex-

pense of exploitable tree species. Forests deteriorate,

especially in areas endangered by soit erosion, where loss

of nutrients and humus will result in the forest loosing its
protection capacity.

The majority of the rural population in Kenya for exam-

ple, like in many parts of the tropics (r¿O, 1985) depend on

trees as a source of fuelwood anà wood for construction tim-

ber. Their great interest also is in acquiring more agri-

cultural Land for cultivation, This leads to clearing of

the limited forested areas in the country.



The crucial problern then is that there is a danger of ex-

terninating the Kenyan forests. À related problen therefore

arises fronr a general lack of up to date and tinely infor¡na-

tion on the quantity and quality of forests in Kenya. The

solution to this problem would be to have adequate and reli-

able baseline information at regular intervals, become

available. This would provide a benchmark for adeguate deci-

sion-making in forest management.

Kenyan planners require up-to-date and reliabfe quantiLa-

tive and qualitative forestry resource data to assist them

in quickly answering some basic questions:

how much timber is avaiÌable for sustainable exploi-

tation?
what types of timber are available and in what

amounts ?

is there any timber that seems to be overexploited?

what are the most reliable methods of timber measure-

ment ?

Answers to these questions are necessary for proper planning

and management of this limited resource on a sustained yield

basis.

¿-

L
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1.4 OBJECTIVES

The overall aim of this study was to assess the feasibil-

ity of using remote sensing to assist in classifying a trop-

ical forest (in this case Kakamega forest in xenya) into

timber voLume classes. for aid in proper forest management.

This had a set of closely related objectives:

1.5

It

1. to explore the feasibility of using satelfite image

classification in conjunction with aerial photography

for timber volume measurement in Kenya; and

2. to make recommendations for use in sustained yield

management of forests in the Kakamega district.

lIETHODS

1. LÀNÐSAT l4ultispectral. Scanner (MSS) data;

2. Àería1 Photography data;

3. Ground-truth data; and

4. MOMS space shuttle daÈa.

In this study, initial- stratification of the forest into

various classes was done visually on LANDSÀT MSS imagery.

Random poj.nts were selected in each class for subsequent

photographing and ground-truthing. The information from

these randomly selected points was used in carrying out a

The study invoLved the use of multistage remote sensing.

included the use of 3

- 11 -



digit.a] image classification of MOMS CompuLer Compatible

Tape (ccr) digital data into forest timber classes. A 1in-

ear regrêssion analysis was the main statistical technique

for testing the validity of the data collected.

1.6 JUSTIFICÀTION

Among the studies that have been done in Kenya, none has

provided precise knowledge of harvested timber volumes. The

studies have not reported total timber volume in detail nor

the types of timber availabfe, Thus we lack a basis for fu-

ture monitoring of changes ¡¿ithin Kenya's forests.

Lack of up-to-date and reliabfe quantitative data on the

forests in the country necessitates this project. This fol-

Iows the Kenyan government's recent decision to shift plan-

ning powers to districts. The district planners woufd lhen

require information on the status of the available resources

vrithin their jurisdiction for development and management of

such resources, It was afso emphasized by the government

policy of increasing research techniques to improve methods

of forest mensuration. This was necessary in order to meet

the long term goals of forest conservation and management

(Republ ic of Kenya, 1 983 ) .

This is purely a technical study which should complement

other information on Sociology, Economics, Politics and Bio-

physical aspects for a hoListic management plan of forests

in Kenya.

-12



1.7 DELIIIIITATIONS OF TI{E STT'DY

The outside boundaries of the study area were Limited to

the official Kakamega Forest boundary ' Ðue to some con-

straints, such as Iimited resources and time' not all- fores-

try mensuration aspects were covered in this project. The

project focused on sampling trees in terms of their timber

volume based only on the three sources of data (Satellite

imagery, aerial photography and ground measurements and ob-

servations). No saplings, seedl-ings or regenerated stems of

trees befow I metres height were considered for ground meas-

urements.

1.8 STJIIMARY

Chapter I provided a brief background of the study area.

Here the location of the study area, the problem statement '
the objectives and the methods of mapping a tropical forest

are discussed in brief. DeaÌt with in this chapter also are

justifications and delimitations of this study. This chap-

ter is followed by a literature review. Relevant terms to

this project are defined in Äppendix À at the back of this
practicum.



Chapter II
REVI EW OF RELÀTED LI TERÀTT'RE

The significance of this chapter is to outline the role

played by remote sensing in the mapping and management of

natural resources especially renewable resources like for-

ests. Realizing that forest inventory studies have been in

operation for a period of over a century now, this chapter

traces the significant changes that have evolved ever since

to improve on the management of forests all over the worl-d.

As a prelimj.nary to the actual- review, a description is pro-

vided of the trends in forest inventory with particular em-

phasis on the characteristics of e1-ectromagnetic radiation

and the interaction of radiation with normal healthy plant

foliage. This information is presented to provide a meaning-

ful basis for understanding the spectral reflectance charac-

teristics of differenl forest types. This review also deals

with research involving the sensing of different forest

types based on the varíous sensor platforms in existence in-

cluding aerial photography, satellite imagery and ground

sampl i ng .

conditions in the tropics tend to differ considerably

from those in the high latitude areas in that forests in the

former form a unique complex ecosystem with alnost complete

14



interdependence among the forest tree species and other Liv-

ing organisms which are quite diverse in nature. More often

than not the tropical forests are often multi-layered with

an average of up-to three layers of trees. The top layer is

often characterized by mainly the dominant forms of tree

species, whereas the shade tolerant forms form the bulk of

the third 1ayer. The niddle Iayer is often comprised of a

mixture of the tr¡o, This complex nature often poses prob-

lems in surveying tropical forests. A sensor system of high

spectral resoLution might be good for survef ing such cornplex

tropical forests.

The flora of the Kenyan tropical indígenous forests for

example / are characterized by a wide range of tree species

distributed over a variety of ecologicat and climatic condi-

tions (BLundetl, 1982). However, most of the case studies

investigating the capability of applying TM and SPOT inagery

in studying forests have mainLy restricted themselves to

studying less complex forests with often fewer species than

in the tropics. In many of the cases the studies have cen-

tered around st-udying pure stand forests. This therefore im-

plies that the transfer of such techniques to the tropics,

where the situation is rather different, should be done with

some amount of caution although it may be successful in the

end.

Tropical regions are often characterized by occasional

cfoud cover which possess problems for various remote sen-

15



sors (Konijnburg, 1986). This would mean the use of systems

such as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) would be prefered

since they are active microwave systems r¡hich can penetrate

cloud cover (Sader, 198?). Hol'¡ever, since these are often

too expensive to be easily adopted by most governments' oth-

er relatively cheap systems are preferred.

The problem of the long time between overpasses which is

also often experienced in most satellites, can be solved by

using an eguatorial orbit as to be used by the Tropical

Earth Resources Satellite (TERS) designed by ESÀ. The prob-

lern of cloud cover can be solved by usjng sensors in the

visible spectrum combined with íncreased number of overpass-

es and the capability of selective viewing.

Therefore specifically, this literature review will focus

on application in forest management of: mapping, inventory-

ing, aerial photography, satellite imagery, sampling de-

signs, data analyses and accuracy of classification. The

satellite imagery being covered in this review is that of

LÀNDSAT 1-5 MSS imagery and LÀNDSÀT 4 and 5 TM imagery. It

also deals with SPOT and MOMS imagery. Specific and general

operational examples of applications of this technol-ogy in

the US, Canada, Europe and in the Tropics are presented in

this review. There are many publications covering this

broad topic of remote sensing. This review will only report

on applications of remote sensing in the the field of fores-

try and related vegetational studies. Since this technology
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is greatJ-y still under evolution, its suitability of appli-

cation over different areas is examined. This gives a break-

through to different techniques suitable for surveying areas

of complex canopy structures such as tropical forests.

1n the first place for economic management of forests it

is necessary to ascertain their possible permanent yield and

in order to manage tbe wood.s systematically, operations must

proceed according to definite pfans. Such systematic plans'

embrace forest management procedures involving computation

of timber volume and rates of growth and detailed descrip-

tion of the forest composition' when maps came into more

generaf use during the fifteenLh and, particularly the six-

teenth century, vegetation was frequently shown on them. In

the sixteenth century forests were recognized as items of

significance in military matters, as hunting reserves, tim-

ber resources, or obstacles to communication (Kuchler, 1967

and Sharpe et at., 1976).

Schwappach (1904) notes that the volume of a standing

tree for any given species and age may be found by means of

form-factors (factors of shape). In the first pIace, the di-

ameter of a tree should be always taken at the breast height

(4 ft 3 in or 1.3 meters from the ground). Such ideas are

stiII vaIid. Hor.tever, in this high1y dynamic r¡orld where

costs of most things are on the increase; traditional map-

ping technigues have to be replaced with less costly tech-

niques for the economic benefit of any nation. Kuchl'er

-17-



(1967) stresses the importance of forest mapping and recom-

mended a shift from the traditional mapping techniques where

forests were shown on maps using only symbols to much more

comprehensive techniques which are accurate and reIiable.

The main objective of forest inventory is to present es-

timates of the quality of timber in a forest according to a

series of classifications such as species, quantitiesf etc.

Timber volume might be eslimated for a variety of reasons,

such as deterrnining the value of a property for sale, set-

ting estates, taxes, or information required to help deci-

sion-making by resource managers. À quotation from Husch et

aI . (1972) reads:

"rf one assesses all the relationships and procedures
for expressing tree or stand quantity based on direc-
tIy measurabte characteristics which have been devel-
oped, it becomes apparent that they may be classified
as f oIlows:
À. Direct determination of individual tree or stand

quantities from detailed field measurements of the
trees or stand in question utilizing formulas or
graphic procedures:
'1 . Detailed measurements on individual trees in

the fieLd followed by the calculation of conte-
nts of each tree by formulas or graphic proced-

2. Fiel-d measurements of average stand characteri-
stics and their employment in a formula for di-
rect estimation.

B, Estimation of the quantíties in trees or stands ut-
ilizing general relationships previously derived
from trees or stands:
1. Measurements of convenient dimensions of trees

followed by quantity estimation using previous-
ly calculated relationshiPs 'a. In the field - measuring tree dimensions:

dbh, basal area, height, form;
b. On aerial photographs - photo images of tree

dimensions; crown diameter, tree height.
2. Measurement of convenient dimensions of stands

followed by quantity estimation using previous-
Iy calculated relationshiPs.
a. In the field - measuring stand dimensions of

18



dbh, total basal area, height, form, age¡ nu-
mbers of trees.

b. On aerial photographs - measuring photo irna-
ges of stand characteristics: crown closure,
number of trees, stand height/ average crown
diameter. "

Àerial photographs have long been used as an aid by for-

esters (Green | 1913 i Spurr, 1948; and Latham and McCarty,

1972'), but not until recent years have they been considered

as an essential tool-, whose use can substantiaÌly change the

methods by which the forester obtains needed management in-
formation, The use of aerial phot.ographs in mapping is rela-
tively oId and highly deveJ-oped. Spurr (1948) recognized

that the use of aerial photographs in timber cruising is

without doubt a success, though with some limitations. Such

photographs are linited in that they cannot yield the va-

riety of information that can be obtained from the ground

(for example, stem diameter). This means that aerial photo-

graphs and ground measurements do not compete with each oth-

er but complement each other. The Manitoba Provincial For-

estry branch has recommended the use of prism sampling

method for timber cruising (Department of Natural Resources,

1986). Views shared by Spurr(1948), Kuchler (1967) and Husch

et al. (1972), show that the forest can be carefully studied

in the third dimensioni and that trees and stands can be or-
ganized to obtain the greatest statisticaf accuracy with

minimum labour.

- 19



Forest inventory using Large scale aerial photographs

have been operationally tried in Nova Scotia (Bonnor, 1977).

In Nova Scotia, inventory specifications called for volume

estimation by tree species groups and strata. The selected

sampling design vras two-stage (cluster) design, used in con-

junction with aerial tree volume equations. In the invento-

ry, Iong strips (clusters) of Iarge scale photographs were

obtained and plots were established on selected photos.

Within each plot, tree species were identified and height

and crown area of each tree were measured. Eriksson and

Wensel (1976) reported on work done in the PLumas National

Forest in 1974 which involved a straiified two-stage, with

double sampling, design. In this case, LÀNDSÀT imagery was

used specifically to manually stratify the area into four

broad timber-type c lasses.

It is not surprising to find that the tnosL exciting re-

cent developments in forest inventory have come from the

satellite remote sensing space programs. Latharn and McCarty

(1972\ speculated on the usefulness of LANDSAT imagery in

forest studies even before the first LANDSAT launch in JuIy'

1972. This pioneer satellite which weighed 950 kg scanned

the earth's surface repetitively every 18 days from an alti-

tude of 920 km above ground leve1. Repetitive coverage en-

ables comparison of scenes of the same place at different

times. Existing work shows that it is nost valuable for

rnonitoring changes, especially in vegetation, as well as ex-
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tracting more data from a scene by viewing it under differ-

ent seasonal conditions (oodge and Bryant, 1976; National

Academy of Sciences | 1978; Richason, 1978; Lillesand and

Kiefer , 1979; and Johannsen and Sanders , 1982). Timberland

classification in northern California has been nade possible

through the use of LÀNDSAT imagery (Fox et aI.' 1985).

The increasing costs of running forest inventory programs

using ground techniques and aerial photographs necessitated

this relatively new technology, But not aIl rnapping programs

can be done by SateIIite imagery alone. The National Àcademy

of Sciences (1978) note that to be fully effective, satel-

lite sensing must be complemented for nany purposes by data

from aircraft, and fron observations on the ground. Such

multistage sampì.ing yields progressively more detailed in-

formation for correspondingly srnaller units of the area un-

der study, The more detailed sub-samples make it possible to

extrapolate findings to an entire LÀNDSÀT scene and thereby

to produce an inventory of chosen features (Simonett , 1976

and Hane, 1984 ) .

Satetlite imagery provides a synoptic overview of the

earth (covering for example as for LANDSÀT MSS and TM image-

ry 185 krn by 185 km) rendering it suitable for studying

Iarge areas within one shot. Although the area covered by

one scene of SPOT imagery (a much newer satellite system) is

srnaller (50 nn by 60 km) than that covered by LÀNDSÀT image-

ry¡ it is stilL larger than any one aerial photograph may
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cover. This makes it stiII better than aerial photographs by

far, SatelIite imagery have added advantages of measuring

areas of forested lands and different cover types with high

degrees of accuracy and precision.

Satellite imagery have the advantage of providing multi-

temporal information due to their relative repeatability

over different periods and different seasons. The use of

multitemporal imagery provides a useful input in acquiring

highly reguired temporal resolution information which is

suitabÌe in studying temporal changes in forests. The use

of a dry season scene provides inf orrnation on t.he evergreen

trees screening off areas with deciduous trees which would

have lost their leaves and any dried herbaceous layer of an-

nual plants. Such eliminations reduce amount of background

noise from the surrounding vegetation therefore making it

easier to classify the forest.

rt is important to note that there are as many different

data requirements for spatial and spectral resolution as

there are different users in forestry. There appears though

to be a tendency for the data users to call for modest

short-term improvements for a factor of two, say in the

spectral and spatial resolution of LÀNDSÀT fÕr the ease of

studying forest conditions. The user community (e.g' fores-

ters) admit they can at best onfy make wise guesses at what

difference a change in spectral, spatial, or temporaL reso-

lution or system sensitivity will have on the value of the

information that can be extracted from the imagery.
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KREMU used remote sensinq techniques to map the tÕtal

forest cover (Doute et aI ., 1981) and to monitor changes in

areal extent of selected criticat forest areas in Kenya

(Ochanda et aI., 1981 and Epp et al.' 1983). In these stud-

ies, forest boundaries and areas for country-wide forest

mapping and monitoring were obtained from the visual inter-

pretation of LÀNDSÀT MSS positive trðnsparencies. Some com-

puter analysis classifÍed a f er^' of the Kenyan forests. ln

both cases, the LÀNDSAT MSS band combinations used were

bands 4, 5

portion of

and

Lhe

7, which sense in the green, red and infrared

electromagnetic spectrurn, respectively.

Selection of the criticaÌ forest areas for monitoring

forest cover changes in Kenya was based on preJ-iminary re-

sulÈs of concurrent work on land cover mapping in the sane

area (Agatsiva and Mwendvra , 1982) and partly based on their

location in relation to their surrounding ecological zones.

For the country-wide forest cover mapping 270 forests lrere

mapped on 72 map sheets with a total forest cover of

1,370,160 ha. This was divided into indigenous forest cover

(1 ,167 ,180 ha), plantations (160'000 ha) and mangroves

(52,980 ha). rhe indigenous forest cover represented 1.9% of

the total land area of Kenya,

Monitoring the selected forests of Kenya over a 13 year

period based on historic data (old aerial photographs) and

current data (recent LÀNDSÀT imagery) revealed a loss of

9853 ha of forest cover to agricultural and exotic planta-
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tions. This loss represented 16.5% of. an initial forested

area of 59797 ina. These depletion rates varied from forest

to forest. Àccording to the report by Ochanda et al.
(1981), the highest annual rates v¡ere 490 ha for south Nandi

forest foLlowed by north Nandi forest (295 ha) and Kakamega

forest (2a5 ha). The Kenyan study however, recommended ad-

ditional information to be gathered on forest types, species

diversity, abundance and other ecological parameters for op-

timal utilization of Lhe forest resource.

Since the launch of the first LÀNDSAT satellite, a series

of others have been put into space by NASÀ. This first gen-

eration satellites had Multispectral Scanners \,¡ith relative-

Iy poor spatial resolution (57 m by 79 m). LÀNDSÀT MSS data

is acquired in 4 separate bands ( bands 4, 5, 6 and 7 rang-

ing from 0.4-1.1 ¡:m) of the electromagnetic spectrum. The-l

most useful of these bands for studying vegetation are bands

6 and 7 covering the infrared portion of the electromagnetic

spectrum. However, LÀNDSÀT 4 and 5, provided a transition

l-ink between the first and the second generation satellites.
They nere mounted r¡ith a TM multispectral sensor r¡hich had

an improved spatial resolution of 30 m (rigure 3) (SettIe,

1983). TM consists of 7 bands ranging from the visible por-

tion to the thermal portion of the electromagnetic spectrum'

Unlike the standard  -band MSS (aIso carried on each LÀNDSAT

4 and 5), TM imagery is still regarded as experimental

(Campbell- and Sutherland, 1985) and to date its usefulness
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has just begun tô be realized. The importance of TM imagery

in vegetation analysis lies in the value of each of the

bands in discriminating vegetation characteristics as seen

from Table 1 (SIater, 1980). The greater resolution and in-

formation content of TM data provide several alternatives

for habitat assessment (Hi1I, 1983).

A1t sorts of experiments with different orders of magni-

tude dominated the early 1980's research in use of remote

sensing. Most of these experiments were aimed at investigat-

ing the suitabitity of both TM and SPoT imagery and various

results have been summarized in favor of their being used in

future resource inventory (Buchheim et aI., 1984). À.s a

whole, these discussions have not varied much from the gen-

eral trend that the two imageries have outstanding perform-

ance especially in vegetation studies.

The spectral channels on TM sensors have been modified

and chosen to maximize the information context for green

vegetation. Bands 6 and 7 which were fater re-numbered 3

and 4 on LANDSÀT 4 and 5 serve best to discriminate vegeta-

tion from other features tike soiIs, water bodiesr êtc.

Different vegetation reflectance curves may be an indication

of the species composition or an indicator of change in veg-

etation condiLions (rigure 4). This characteristic feature

of vegetation has been exploited fuIly in forestry studies,

Northern forests have been classified with accuracies rang-

ing from 58-65% (Ka1ensky et aI., 1975; KaJ.ensky et aI.,



1979 and Nelson et al-., 1984). Similar work has been carried
out in many parts of the world, particularly in Canada and

the United States of America (USA).

TÀBLE -1

The wavebands recorded by the Thematic Mapper sensors

carried by LANDSAT 4 and 5.

Band Band Band r¡idth Points
numbe r name (¡lm )

I BIue/Gteen U,45-0.52 Good water penetratron,
strong vegetation absorbance

2 Green 0,52-0.60 Strong vegetation reflectance

3 Red 0.63-0.69 very strong vege tat i on
absorbance

4 Near 0,76-0.90 High land/water contrasts,
infrared very strong vegetat ion

reflectance

5 Near-middle 1 .55-1 .75 very moisture sensitive
infrared

6 Thermal 10.4-12.5 Very sensitive to soil
i n f rared moi sture and vegetat r.on

7 Middle 2.08-2.35 Good geological
discrimination

Source: Sfater, 1980,

Physiognomy is an important characteristic of tropical
forests that makes it possible for their classification. The

species composition within the tropical forests determines
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the appearance of the canopy structure of these forests. Re-

flectance from such canopies wiJ-l depend on their morpholo-

gical structures and phenology. Both diurnal and seasonal

changes in the leaf structure, especially among the decidu-

ous vegetation forms, provides a good background for remote

sensing in forestry. Much still has to-be investigated

about the spectral characteristics of many different species

of vegetation and the factors that inffuence the spectral

response patterns (goffer, 1978) , Such spectral character-

istics form the basis for remote sensing in forestry stud-

ies.

Distinct differences in refLectance of vegetation occur

among the visibl,e, near-infrared, and middle-infrared por-

tions of the electrornagnetic spectrum (EMS). In the visible

wavelengths, the pigmentation of leaves is the dominating

factor. Most of the incident energy is absorbed and the re-

mainder is reflected. The internal structure of the leaves

controls the level of reffectance of Lhe near infrared,

where about half of the energy is reflected, nearly half is

transmitted, and very little is absorbed by the lea"f . The

total moisture content of the vegetation controls the middle

infrared reflectance with nuch of the incident energy being

absorbed by the water in the leaf, the remainder being re-

flected (rigure 5).

Views shared by researchers show that better accuracies

have been obtained especially with the use of digital clas-
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sificatiÕn procedures (KaIensky et a1., 1975¡ Goodenough,

1977¡ Gialdini and Nichols, 1979; Kalensky et a1. , 1979i

Strahler et al. , 1979; Campbell and Sutherland, 1986; Jen-

sen, 1986; and Pokrant et aI., 1985). Supervised classifi-

cation is one of the most preferred techniques for mapping

forests and rnajor vegetation types. Swain and Davis (1978)

maintain that supervised classification begins with a funda-

menta.l strategy for making decisions, namely, minimization

of average loss (bayes op+-imaÌ stralegy). The average loss

is expressed in terms of probability functions associated

s'ith the classification problem. This converts the mininiza-

tion problem to a maximization problem. Severa] transforma-

tions of the resuÌting expression then produce the discrimi-

nant functions which implement the maxinum likel-ihood

decision rule (Swain and Davis, 1978\. Here the mean clus-

tering algorithns summarize the importance of digital analy-

sis of LÀNDSÀT imagery.

The basic principles of image classification are weII

documented (Goodenough 1977, Campbelt and Sutherland 1985).

Figure 6 shows a typical procedure of anal.ysis being foI-

lowed on a Dipix Aries II image analysis system. The pro-

grams indicated by the two character identifiers on Figure 6

are for version 2.1 of. the All ASP software package (Stewart

et af, 1985). lmage classification for example in the case

of supervised classification, uses independent information

to define training data used to establish cLassification
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categories (pixon and Stewarl , 1984 ). the independent infor-
mation may be spectral refl-ectance data acquired on the

ground for each classification category. Ànother source of

independent information is IocaI knowledge of the focation

of areas within the image that typify each of the cl-assif i-
cat i on categories (i.e. ground truth) . These ident i f ied 1o-

calities are known as training areas. Depending on the spe-

cific requirements of a given project, the steps in meeting

these requirements are usually organized so that the output

of the first step is the input for the second¡ and so on

(Campbell and Sutherland 1985). However, the picture ele-
ment (PIXEL) size is stiIl essentia.l- for determining the

qual i ty Õf the resul-ts.

Following major concerns over the Iimitations encountered

in using LÀNDSAT MSS imagery, reguests from data users per-

mitted satellite designers to design systems that could re-
solve the observed difficulties, Convocoresses ( 1977) rec-

ognized three fundamental criteria for an 'operational
LANDSAT':

1. continuity with respect to LANDSÀT 1, 2 and 3;

full availability of dala on a global basis; and

economic practicality,

Various ideas have been formulated regarding the design

criteria for later satellites, such as LANDSÀT 4 and 5, with

)
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their Thematic Mappers. Eval-uation of LÀNDSAT 4 and 5 show

that such satellites, although suitable for research, would

not provide continuity for earlier LANDSAT data. In fact,

such a satellite would not meet any of the three criteria
recognized for an operationaL LANDSÀT. Tab1e 2 summarizes

some of the suggested parameters on an operational- LANDSÀT

as compared with those of other sensors. The three bands

suggested by Convocoresses (1977) for 'operational' LANDSAT

system are: (1). Convo I (0.47-0.57 
¡.rm 

) , (2). Convo 2

( 0.57-0.70 ¡rm) and (3). Convo 3 (0.76*1.05 
¡:m).

Tucker (1978) evaluated the various sensor bands for veg-

etation monitoring and came up with quite valuable conclu-

sions. À significant feature obtained from some of these

concl,usions is that TM sensors TMl , '1142, TM3 and TMA were

found to be weII placed fÕr remote sensing of vegetated tar-
gets. It was also concluded that lhe SPOT bands which are

very similar to TM bands TM2 and TM4 have three well placed

bands for monitoring vegetation. According to Turker (1978),

sensors should be designed to have individual bands foIlow-
ing the general reflectance pattern of different vegetation

types across the entire electronagnetic spectrum (rigures 7

and 8).
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TÀBLE 2

Coefficient of Determination (r2) value resulting from theRegression betHeen Integrated Radiance and varior]s samDl,ed
canopy variables (Source: Tucker, 197gr.

Total
B¿rndwidth Wet

Serìsor ( ¡.'n) Bionrrrss

Totrl LeLrf Dry
Dry W¡rter Creen

IlioDìuss C(,'rleì't Biorn¡rss

Dn' Tot¡l
Iì¡,rvn Chlorophyll

Ili¡,rruss Co¡r""i

o.73 0.66 0.?6 0.67 0.21 o_770.88 0.8t 0.91 O.B! 0.J2 O.9r0.65 0.63 0.65 0.63 0.51 0.65

0.475 -0.575
0.5'30-o.680
0.690 -0.800

RBVI
R 8\',¿
B8V3

MSS4
tfss5
IISS6
\tss7.

0.500-0.600
0.600 -0.700
0.700-0,800
0.800 - t.100

o.78 0_7 t
0_88 0.80
0.63 0.62
0.72 0.7 L

0.81 0.73
0.91 0.82
0.63 0.6t
0.73 0.7 t

0.27 0.610.32 0.91
0.tl 0.65
0.6t 0.73

'f\n
TI I2
TIf3
T\t.r

0.450-0.520
0.520-0.600
0.630 -0.690
0.760-0.900

0.69
0.79
0.88
o.78

0.61 0.72
0.72 0.82
0.80 0.91
0,76 07A

0.63 0.19 0.71
0.74 0.28 0.83
0.8! 0.32 0.9t
0.76 0.63 0,?8

0.26 0.61
0.32 0.9t
o.6i 0.78

0.76 0.69 0.79 o.i I0.88 0.8t 0.9I 0,8t0.77 0.75 0.77 0.75

SPOT I
SPOT 2
s Po'r 3

0.50-0.59
0.61-0.69
0.79-0.90

ûrlvo I 0.170-O.57(t O.7l
Colvo 2 0.570-0.700 0.88
Colvo 3' 0.760 - L050 0.7{

The objectives of the SPOT satel,lite are vreLl documented

by ChevreL and Curtois (1981). The two HRV instrument tar_
geting strategies on SPOT have been discussed in many publi-
cations (Curtois, 1984 and Meredith and weíl_1, 19g4).

0.65 0.75 0.66 0.23 0.760.¿t0 0.9t 0.82 0.31 0.910.73 l).74 0.i2 0.6! o13
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Tucker (1978) further describes the characteristics and

choice of the SPOT bands as folLows:

2.

The SPOT band 1 (0.50-0.59 Ptn) is placed to sense

green region spectral radiances. SIight pigrnent ab-

sorption may occur in the 0'50-0.52 ¡:m region but

this is a slight adjustment.

SPOT band 2 (0.61-0-69 ¡:m) is placed to sense spec-

trat radiances híghty correlated with chlorophyll

concentration (s) of green vegetation. À slight
(1-2%) improvement in regression significance woufd

result from excluding the 0.61-0.63 ¡m region at a

sacrifice of the signal/noise ratio.

SPOT band 3 (0.79-0.90 ¡m) is placed to sense spec-

tral radiances which are highly correlated with green

vegetational density' No adjustments are suggested

for this band according to Tucker (1978).

Both TM and SPOT are optimally configured for the collec-

tion of remotely sensed data from green vegetation targets.

The French centre National d'Etudes Spatiai (Cl¡eS) Iaunched

the systems Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre (SPOT) sat-

ellite on February 22, 1986 to mark the beginning of a sec-

ond generation of satellites. SPOT was launched with the

main objective of improving the spectral, spatial and ra-

diometric resolutions for vegetation monitoring. This was

intended to fill the gaps observed in using LANDSÀT 1-3 fit-

3.
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ted with MSS sensors and LANDSÀT 4 and 5 fitted with both

the MSS and TM sensors. This SPOT ímagery has a spatial- res-

olution of 20 m (for the colour mode) and 10 m (for the

panchromat ic mode ) ,

Some studies have investigated Tucker's observations a1-

though most of this is still based on sirnulated SPOT and TM

imagery. Preliminary results from SPOT simulation data for

the Forest of Dean in Gloucestershire, the United Kingdom

(characterized by small blocks of species and ages of wood-

land and containing a mixture of both broad-leaved and coni-

ferous trees) have shown that SPOT imagery wil-1 have poten-

tial for forest-cover mapping at the species leve1 and in

some cases even different ages of the same species (Ðury et

aI., 1986). Similar research based on simulated sPoT and

LANDSAT 5 TM imagery have been carried out in northern Nor-

way in an area of a fairly wide variation in ecological

niches, where most of the commôn vegetation types in the

area are represented. These results have shown that it is

possible to classify vegetation cover types which were

furthest phenological developed, with an overall accuracy of

90% or more, in spite of the fact that the scenes were laken

at varying seasons (Tommervik, 1986).

SPOT simulated band 1 and band 2 have been identified as

the best for differentiating between forest classes for case

studies carried out in N.i,l. Freiburg, w. Germany (Stibig and

Schardt, 1986), The area has tr¡o types of forests (1). "Àu-



warLd": deciduous l-owland forests near the Rhine with the

main tree types being - oak and l¡hite beech' poplar and ma-

p1e as well as pure stands of Douglas firs and pine; (2).

Colline to sub-montane mixed deciduous forest consisting

rnainJ.y of beech, white beech and oak varying in height. À

high correlation in the above study by Stibig and Schardt

was observed between TM sirnulated band 4 (near infrared) and

band 5 (middle infrared) for forest classes but not for a9-

ricuLturaf areas. The evaluation of the SPOT simul-ation for

the forest areas in May gave just as good a classification

resu.lts as the TM simulation in JuIy.

Based on various simuLated SPoT experimenLs , the SPOT

data has been useful in satisfying the potential needs for

renewabLe resource assessment, especially in forested envi-

ronments (oecloria, 1984). Buchheim et a1. (1984) have found

its application in the Chequamegon National Forest' N.w.

wisconsin to be useful. This is at a site of extreme vegeta-

tional diversity - typical of most of the "lake States" of

the USA. nivereau(1983) notes that lhe off nadir viewing

capability of SPOT imagery also permits stereoscopic obser-

vations by combining views taken at different angles from

the vertical. This will therefore contribute improved re-

sults in the fields of geomorphology, geological or soiÌ

mapping and topographic mapping. SPOT will therefore provide

the opportunity to map anywhere in the world with a mapping

accuracy corresponding to 1 : 100,000 standards.
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Among the innovative features of SPOT are the relatively

high ground resolution the imagery will produce and the

ability of its sensors to point up to 27 degrees East and

West of the local vertical axis (Rivereau, 1983 a and b).

Rivereau (1983 a and b) also recognized that land use stud-

ies in rural environments can be studied very well with high

resolution SPOT images. This wiIl make thematic mapping of

compJ-ex regions, such as the Mediterranean and the tropics
poss ible .

The first simufations Lests carried out in Canada, Bra-

ziJ-, ÀIaska, Russia and Central Africa have also shoHn that

SPOT data will permit a much more detailed classification of

forest types (Hildebrandt, 1983). In its rudimentary forms,

SPOT imagery has been used to perform a variety of experi-

ments to justify its significance in general resource inven-

tory and especially in the field of vegetation and forestry.
It has been used in its film form to satisfy a number of re-

newable resources assessments in forested environments (oe-

GLoria et a1., 1983), This case example was carried out in

the Pfumas County of California. The major forest cover

types occuring in the Yellow pine Forest area are ponderosa

pine, sugar pine, Douglas fir, Incense ceder, white fir and

Black oak.

The general consensus is that in global mapping and moni-

toring of forest resources and foresl Land inanagement prac-

tices, SPOT data will- be a valuable addition to the earth
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observation systems currently in operation or in the plan-

ning process. In this context our ultimate objective is to

use the best attributes of each earth observation system to

improve our understanding of the earthr s ecological communi-

ties and enhance the inventory, managenent and exploitation

of global resources for the benefit of all rnankind.

MOMS, r¡hich has a similar spatial resolution of 20 m to

SPOT has two spectral bands sensing at 0.575-0.625 ¡m and

0.750-1.050 ¡rm 
(Settle, 1983 and Bodechtel et a1., 1984).

The MOMS sensor, was primarily developed by Messerchmitt-

Bolkow-Blohm for the west German Ministry of Research and

Technology under scientific guidance of the Uníversity of

Munich (Bodechtel et al., 1984). rt was designed for region-

al and global remote sensing applications and can be carried

out by either aircraft or spacecraft. During its experimen-

taL missions aboard Space Shuttle Challenger flights STS-7

and STS-11/41-B íL has been carried mounted on the Modul-ar

Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS). Detector elements here are

Charge Coupled pevice (CCu) with 1728 pixels per array.

MOMS-01 system parameters are presented in Table 3.

The modular arrangement of multiple spectral modules

(MoMS'- O1: 2 channels) al-Lows for high flexibility with

respect to spectral band needs for different applications
(Bodechtel , 1984). Narrow band channels (50 nm) for selected

species detection can be combined with. wide channels for

thematic mapping. MOMS uses the "push-broom" scan principle
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al-so present on the SPOT satellite. This is el-ectronic scan-

ning across the flight path with a large number of discrete

photo sensitive elements directly corresponding to sub-track

ground pixels.

Bodechtel (1984) suggested that the full scenario of op-

tical remole sensing has to be suppl'emented by flexible mod-

ular systems like MOMS, to fulfill in dedicated missions

specific target oriented tasks. The modularity of MoMS is

regarded a pre-reguisite for the implernentation of a multi-

band sensor incÌuding short wave infrared bands and along-

path stereo capability.

TABLE 3

MOM-01 Mission Sunmaries.

MOMS-01/SrS-7 MOMS-01/STS- 1 1

Launch Date
Launch Time
Mi ss ion Durat i on
Inclination
Orbit À1t i I ude
MOMS Ope rat i on
Number of MOMS Data Takes
Total Recording Time
Total Area Covered
Shuttle Land i ng

June 18, 1983
11333 GMT
6 Days
28.5 Degrees
158 nm
24 Hour s
4
30 minutes
1 ,700,000 Sq Km
Edwards AFB

February 3 | 19ó4
13:00 GMT
I Days
28.5 Ðegrees
152 nm, 172 nn
4 Days
22
30 minutes
1 ,872,150 Sq Km
First Landing

at KSC

Source: Bodechtel et al. , 1984,
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MOMS data was acquired in February, 1984 over an I day

period in a manned space shattle. This was from an orbit of

approximately 300 Km. Manned space platforms have been pie-

viously prefered for a variety of reasons (Barrett and Cur-

tis, 1976):

1.

2.

A greater payload capacity aIlows a complete instru-

mentation for alI usable wavelengths within the EMs.

This enables heavy equipment of varying sizes and of

high power demands to be accommodated, which would

otherr¿ise have been difficult in un-manned systems.

changes on different sensor experiments using on-

board eguipment can be effected ínstantly.

Their turn-around time of up-to two t"eeks makes them

highly acceptable although they equally have a disad-

vantage of relatively short days of operation (7-30

days). This disadvantage results in a low repetition

rate over a particular target area and orbit incl-ina-

tions.

with respect to MOMS spectra). bands in the visible and

infrared range, target areas were desired to be cloud and

haze free (Bodechtel, et a] , 1984 a). Kaufmann et al. (1984)

did a comparison of MoMS and LANDSÀT MSS data and came up

with a high correlation between the different bands. MSS

bands 5 and 7 v¡ere very similar to MOMS bands 1 and 2 than

MSS bands 4 and 7. One narrolJ band is situated in the visi-

b1e range at 600 +/- 25 nm, which corresponds to the orange
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part of the visible spectrum. The second band is centered

in the reflective near infrared region at 900 +/- 150 nm. It

has been established that the most important spectral fea-

tures in these wavelength regions are steep faI1-off of re-

flectance in the visible to\.¡ard the ultraviolet and absorp-

tion between 0.85 ¡m and 0.92 ¡:m associated with iron

electronic transmission. WhiIe the first band of MoMs is

placed between the relative maximum and absorptive minimum

vegetation reflectance, the second band covers the high peak

of vegetation in the near infrared region (Kaufmann et al.,

1984).

In other words, if direct comparisons of MOMS bands have

to be made to the TM bands explained earlier, the MOMS band

1 is very similar to Èhe TM band 2 and therefore by analogy'

was well placed for strong vegetation reflectance' MOMS band

2 on the other hand is very similar to TM band 4 and there-

fore could also by analogy be described as well placed for

high land/water contrasts and very strong vegetation reflec-

tance. lf a third band were to be included, it would be

ideal to include one which has a bandwidth ranging from

0.63-0.69 ¡:m sensing in the red portion of the EMS. This

woul-d be necessary in order to make MOMS data compatibLe and

comparable to that of other sateffites. This additional band

would be for very strong vegetation absorbance.

From the preliminary results obtained from TM, MOMS and

SPOT imagery, it clearly foflows that the user community in
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the tropics may find these later techniques appropriate for

surveying tropical forests. This in turn may enhance the

management of such forests with the ultimate objective of

rnaintaining sustained yield harvesting of such forests' Fu-

ture research methods aimed at expanding exotic forest plan-

tations in the tropics as a replacement of the already

cleared natural fÕrests wiIl require sound monitoring and

management technigues potentially to be hinged upon the use

of TM and SPOT imagery, However, its transfer to the trop-

ics should be re-examined with caution to ensure that the

disadvantages of their use do not outnumber the advantages.

This is due to the facts mentioned earlier '\'rhere the tropi-

cal f orest.s are often rnuch more complex anci diverse in spec-

ies composition making them difficult to study based on for-

eign technologies probably not designed to serve the

tropics, Table 4 compares the scanning systems present on

MSS, TM, SPOT and MOMS space vehicles'

solutions to short-comings observed while using LÀNDSAT

MSS imagery may have to be provided by newer sateÌlite sys-

tems (TM and SPOT systems). This is because the TM which

works on the same basic principle as MSS has a higher spa-

tial resolution of 30 m and a better radiometric resol-ution

and does employ a greater vari.ety of spectral band passes

than MSS. The results from SPOT imagery which has a higher

spatial resolution of 20 m and 10 m are promising in areas

where LANDSAT imagery is not useful. The stereo capabiJ-ity
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of the SPOT imagery has also added advantages for general

resource inventory.

TABLE 4

A comparison between the multispectral scanning system (tøsS)
cairied by aII LÀNDSAT Satellites, the Thematic Mapper
carried by LÀNÐSÀT 4 and 5, the SPOT and MOMS systems.

MSS SPOT MOMS

Wavebanrls

Spat ia1 resolut i on
(rEov) me t res

Grey leveI s

Mirror recording
mode

CCT/sc e n e
( 1600 bpi )

74
30 m 20 m
.1 20 m 10 m

255 256

Fo rwa r ds,/ Pushbroom
Bac kwards

1)

79

64

Forwards

1

2

20 m

Pushbroom

1

Sources: convocoresses (1977) , LilIesand and Kiefer (1979),
Curtois (1984 ) and Bodechtel et aI. ( 1984 ) .

Remote sensing does not provide an answer to everything

despite the mentioned advantages. Its use in forestry has to

be complemented with existing information in the form of

maps, Iiterature, Local knowledge and more importantly'

ground or field observations. On the other hand different

remote sensing systems tend to complenent each other rather

than compete with each other. The role of remote sensing in

this case is to limit the amount of ground observations to
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just sufficiently provide the required information with ac-

cepted accuracy' The costs of some of the newer satellite

imagery are prohibitive to thë users (..g. one TM scene

costs US $ 35OO). But' since such images are multispectral

the advantages often outnumber the costs, therefore laying a

decision rule as to where and when to apply them in studying

forests.

In summary, this chapter examined at vrhat has been done

by previous researchers in the field of forestry and forest

inventory. This explains the various un-coordinated studies

which have been done in the past. À crucial aLtention is

paid to the recent developments in forest inventory from the

traditional mapping techniques of the early 1900's to the

current use of sophisticated satellite and other remote

sensing data, Remote sensing has been expressed as a dynam-

ic field, rapidly expanding in technological development and

applications, with the discovery of new techniques and re-

finement of existing ones, most of the remaining obstacles

in forest inventory wilI likeIy be overcome in future. This

gives a background to the nethods section contained in the

next chapter.
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Chapter III
METHODS

A multistage data gathering approach was used' This in-

volved the use of LANDSAT MSS and MOMS space shuttle data,

some low level vertical aerial photographs and ground meas-

urements (figure 9). The initial plans were to use LANÐSÀT

TM data source in place of MOMS data which was Later used'

However, due to unavoidable circumstances, LANÐSÀT TM tape

became unavailabl-e within the time Iimits of this study'

This thereiore resulted ina MOMS tape being used as an aI-

ternative. Subsequent sampling problems were later realized

as a result of this shift in type of data source. These

problems are discussed later in the results'

Theorelícally, the fuLI zone is divided into sub-zones by

interpreting the most general base data, and a small portion

of these selected for more detailed analysis using the next

most detailed data base' This effectively eliminates a large

portion of the zone for the eventual placement of field

si.tes, Further subdivision then continues according to the

required detail.

Machine capability based on a Dipix ARIES II computer vras

employed in the finaL analysis to provide the forest cover

types. This formed one main integrated methodology for for-
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STÀGE'1
VI SUÀL STRATI FI CATI ON
FROM LÀNDSÀT MSS COLOUR
COMPOS I TE

w STÀGE 2
ÀERIÀL PHOTOGRÀPHY
OF RANDOMLY SELECTED
POINTS IN EÀCH CLASS

STÀGE 3
RÀNDOM SELECTION OF À FEW
PHOTOGRÀPHED POINTS FOR
GROUND-TRUTHING BÀSED ON
THE PRISM METHOD

STÀGE 4
USE INFORMÀTION GÀTHEREÐ
IN ÀBOVE STÀGES FOR DIGITÀL
CLASSIFI CÀTION OF MOMS CCT

Figure 9: À FIow Chart showing the procedures used in
Mapping Timber Volume in Kakamega Forest, Kenya.



est mensuration and involved various stages as indicated be-

Iow. Data from the first stage served as an input into the

second stage. The sequence continued until the final stage

was reached. There was a data quality control based on a

linear regression analysis to verify and aceount for any er-

rors that may have arisen during the study and to test for

the accuracy of classification.

3.1 STÀGE 1

À 1:250,000 scale enhanced dry season LANDSAT MSS faLse

colour composite (FCC) of bands 4,5, and 7 which had been

obtained from the Earth observation SateIIite Company

(EosAT) in South Dakota was visually interpreted. Figure 10

shows this scene at 1:1000000 scale. This involved initial

stratification of Kakamega forest into various classes based

on the coLour intensity chroma and hue. It hinged on the

fact that each forest cover type has a unique reflectance

value (CoIwelI, 1983)' These strata were expected to ap-

proximate the different forest types within the management

unit, Each stratum therefore represents a set of homogeneous

stands of trees. The aim of this initial phase was to

produce base maps of lhe most common cover types (Daus and

cuero, 1986) to be used as a sLratification tool to increase

the efficiency of the sampling procedure.

Daus and Guero (1986) note that " ... the essential e1e-

ment of an appropriate stratification is that it must mini-





mize the variability in the data sampled within a strata

type, and maximize the variability between strata types'"

In this inventory, it is necessary to create strata that are

significantly different from the standpoint of the timber

volumes. Since the resolution of images could not directly

allow for this to be obtained, it was therefore necessary to

identify conditions which could be correlated easily with

the timber volume categories.

3.? STAGE A

1. To determine the variabiliLy of ground conditions,

sufficient random points were chosen from the study

area lrith a proportionate representation in each

stratum based on the distribution of merchantable

tirnber (Spurr, 1948). À total of 34 spots were se-

lected for this type of exercise. They were marked

precisely by carefully registering the interpreted

image infcrmation onto the topographic base map. The

number, and method of selection, of the field sites

was determined based on the eventual use of the in-

formation, the constraints, and the data base fron

which information could be extracted (Daus and Guero,

1986 ) .

2. Àt each randomly setected point a stereo set of three

photographs were selected from the February 1986 ex-

isting photography and viewed stereoscopically. These
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photographs (at a scale of approximately 1 :10 
' 

000 )

were black and white, taken fron a height of about

2000 metres above ground level using a 28 mrn lens Ni-

kon Camera (figure 11)' In totaL 26 stereo triplets

were selected giving a total of 78 photos altogether'

From each selected stereo tripLet, the central photos

were marked to shov¡ the ground sanple plots. These

sample plots which only covered 0-06% of total area,

were expanded to a 500 m by 500 m square (25 ha)

which formed the sampling unit (Stewart et al' '

1986). This ner+ sampling unit covers approximateiy

3.6% of total area' Both the MOMS data classification

and the marked aerial photographs were carefully ex*

amined to focate the position of these sample plots'

Comparisons between the ground observations and the

actual classification of the sample unit data vras ap-

propriately recorded.

STÀGE 33.3

A representative sample was drawn from the target popula-

tion of stage two above for ground-truthing. Àt each ground

point, the Prisn method was applied Lo sample the trees'

This involved choosing a series of points objectively (Ku-

chler, 1967). ÀItogether 203 points were sampled on the

ground using the prism technique. These were distributed ac-

cording to major cover types in the 34 selected photographed
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points (rigure 12). The points were arranged such that at

each spot selected, a transect was laid and along each tran-

sect, six points on the average were placed 50 m apart'

This gave a total length of 300 m per transect. The method-

ology for using the Prism technique in the field to sample

trees in the forest is well documented in the pubJ.ication by

the Manitoba Provincial Forestry Branch (Department of Natu-

ral Resources, 1 986 ) .

Àt each chosen point, the compass-man first established

the plot centre on the ground and marked it by placing a

stake in the ground. The wedge prism is held above this cen-

tral point. and a 360o observation is made' WhiIe making

these circuLar observations, eâch tree is observed at breasl

height through the prisrn, and is measured if the image of

the bole projected through the prisn overlaps the bole as

seen directly above and below the prism (rigure 13). rn Fig-

ure 1 3:

(a), the tree is considered part of the sampl-e

measurements taken;

(b). border-tine diameter of the tree (at 1.3 m)

and distance to the face of the tree must

be measured; and

(c). the tree is considered outside sample -
the tree lherefore is disregarded'

In situations where borderline trees arose, the following

procedure was used:
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. Ground Sampl i ng points

Figure 12: Distribution of Ground Sampling Points.



¿.

The dbh of the doubtful trees ltere

nearest 0.1 cm;

Distance from the plot centre was

face of the tree stemi and

measured to the

measured to the

3. The plot radius table was consulted, and if the meas-

ured distance from the plot centre to the face of the

tree is less than the distance quoted in the table,

then the tree was considered in the sample.

Some of the detailed observations made would be of poten-

tial use rather lhan the present use only. The following in-

formation was therefore recorded,

(¡). T'ree height measurements;

(b). dbh of the tree

species;

(c). Tree species identification and computation

of tree dominance;

(d). rdentification of the species that are

commonly togged and subsequent computation

of tree dominance; and

(e). Measurement of recovered vofume by species

in a cutting area,

The conversion tables for computation of timber voLume

were based on a basal area factor (BÀF) of 4.6 M2 (or a mag-

nification prism factor of 20). These tables t{ere obtained

from the existing Forest Inventory reports from the Forest

Department (Repubtic of Kenya, 1975 and 1978) (Àppendix n)-



lmoqê ol bolo
seôn lhrough priôm

7 Bolo ol irô6

Figure 13: Diagram illustrating sampling method based on a
Priim technique on the ground (Source:
Ðepartment of Natural Resources, 1986)'



Appendix C explains the rest of the calculations used in

timber volume computation at each plot visited on the

ground. This information was recorded in a specially de-

signed data sheet for this survey (appendix D). The rest of

calculations for timber volume in each cover class in the

entire forest are indicated on appendix C.

The information in stages two and three acted as a com-

pfement to each oLher and yielded an index of timber volume

unique to each stratum previously delineated from LANDSÀT

imagery. This was a useful input into digital MOMS cCT typi-

fication of the classes generated in stäge 4.

3.4 STÀGE 4

Since the LANDSÀT TM tape which had been planned for use

in this project was unavailable, a MOMS tape was used in-

stead. The scene identification for this irnagery is noted

by serial number 15, orbit number 62 for February 1984

MoMS-01 scene covering longitude 34.50 E (Kenya). A Febru-

ar!, 1984 dry season MoMS tape which is Band Interleaved

(srl) for the area was acquired for use in digital image

analysis. This enabled the BIL tape to be read by line on

the computer as opposed to Band Sequential (BSQ). The choice

of having this type of tape v¡as very much influenced by Èhe

digital analysis system available' The fine spatial resolu-

tion of 20 m by 20 m which was required for detailed fores-

try studies from MOMS data also dictated its use in this
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project. This was necessary in order to give resul-ts of ac-

ceptable quality to act as a base for future use of simiLar

resolution imagery types from SPOT satellite'

Procedures for carrying out computer assisted mapping are

almost standard. The CCT was used to generate a scene of

the study a.ea òn the ManitÕba centre for Remote Sensing

DIPIX ÀRIES lI computer using the ÀIIÀSP software. The gen-

erated image was subjected to the three standard general

procedural steps as outfined by Campbefl and Sutherland

198s ) .

1. Preprocessi.ng or image restoratíon - was accompLished

to compensate for data errors, noise, and geometric

distortions introduced during the scanning, recording

and playback operations,

1 :50,000 scale topographical maps for the area

were used to geometricaLJ.y correct the distortions in

the image. This involved using special features fike

road junctions on both the map and the image to ro-

tate the tilted image into an upright position. The

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grids were digi-

tized in order to correctfy register the map informa-

tion onto the image. This was followed by adjusting

the map to a 21 metre PIXEL size giving the final

mapping scale set at 1 :25,000 .
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Image enhancenent - to alter the visual impact of the

image on the interpreter, in a fashion that improves

the information content.

Principal component enhancement (PCE) was used to

enhance the original image information before actual

cl-assification commenced. The PcE used consisted of

three components mapped on the three colour dimen-

sions of brightness. red-green and blue-ye11ow (Drie-

man and Howarth, 1984). Since the data was nainly

from two channels, the PCE mainly provided a third

feature fiLe to be used in olace of band 3 for the

generation of a three-channelled data.

3. Classification - to use the decision making capabiJ.i-

ty of the computer to recognize and classify pixels

on the basis of their digital signatures.

The information gathered in stages 2 and 3 was used as a

ground truth base for classifying the MoMS tape. once the

imagery had been classified into forest cover classes, the

information obtained in the stages was used to yield the ac-

tual- volume/ha figure to be used in the cÕmputation of total

timber voLume in each cover class for the whol-e forest. This

was done by rnultiplying the area in hectares covered by each

forest cover class by the volume in cubic metres per hectare

(appendix C).

)
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3.5 CLASSTFICÀTTON ÀCCI'RACY

The Iinear regression model used was based upon the as-

sumption that the relationship between Ground (X) and MOMS

(Y) data consists of a symmetrical or deterministic compo*

nent represented by a straigh! line' and a random or sto-

chastic component represented by the deviations of the ob-

servation.

The relationship for each observation (Silk. 1979)

known by:

yi = a + b Xi + Ei

where a and b are parameters representing the true or

population intercept and slopes terms, respectively. and Ei

is a stochastic error or disturbance term associated with

the ith obser va t i on .

Confidence intervaLs vrere also constructed for the re*

gression line and iLs form al a 95% limit. rn this case the

cubic linear regression analysis was preferred for glving

the accuracy of the classification obtained on the ARIES-II

image anafysis systen.

1S
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3.6 SIJIIMÀRY

Chapter III described a hybrid methodology derived from

the various un-coordinated studies explained in Chapter Ir'

This interphased method is necessary for the purpose of pro-

viding the required information in !ropical conditions. ln

this chapter, the different remote sensing techniques used

have been examined,

The following chapter therefore outÌines the resul-ts

achieved.
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4.1

Chapter Iv

REST'LTS AND DISCUSSION

ÀCCI'RÀCY REST'ITS

Àccuracy tests from a cubic Ìinear regression anaJ-ysis

revealed a near perfect posiLive reÌationship of x = Y' The

coefficients of determination or r2 (r sguared) were fairly

high - ranging from r2 = 0.9496 to r2 = 0.9821 indicaLing a

good fit between the ground observations and the data gener-

ated from MOMS 1984 data (rigures 14-18). The covariances

among these rel-ationships ranged from 7.1% Lô 18'4% (Table

5). The highest r2 value was observed in class 2 - green

colour on the map ( r2 = 0.9821) where its covariance v¡as

Iow i.e 9.4%. The fowest r2 value was observed in class 5

(orange cofour on the map) with 12 = 0.9496 and a Ìow covar-

íance of 7.1%.

An analysis of variance (ÀNOVA) carried out on these data

revealed that in all the cases except for class 4 the F cal-

culated value was greater than the F tabulated value. This

implied that for these four classes, the slope of the re-

gression Line was not equal lo zero and hence it was signif-

icantfy different from zero. For classes 1,2,3 anð 5,
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TÀBLE 5

Classification accuracy of MOMS Digital Data'

THEME COLOUR HECTARES COVARI ANCE
( c.v. )

1 Ye 11, ow 2451 .7
2 Green 9525 .6
3 Purp1e 3961 .3
4 Red 824.3
5 Orange 51 11 .3

9.4%
13.1%
18 .4%

TOTÀLS 2287 4 .2

the F values vrere FcaI. = 598 > Ftab. = 242, FcaI . = 1704 >

Ftab. = 250, FcaI. = 1066 > Ftab. = 249 and Fcal. = 388 >

Ftab. = 248 respectively. Às for cfass 4, the F calculated

value was FcaL. = 76 which was l-ess than the F tabulated

value of Ftab. = 216. This therefore implied that for this

class the slope was equal to zero i.e. therefore not signif-

icantly different from zero. In other words there was no re-

gression occurring for this class correlations. Not aIl the

cover types vrere represented in aIl the areas ground-

truthed.

For the four classes where

equations at P = 0.05 is given

regression occurred, thea

by:

Class 1

Cfass 2

Class 3

Y = 0.5422 + 0.9473 X (S,E, = 0.03871, r2 = 0,9819

Y = 0.8022 + 0.9142 x (S.8. 0.0221 ), r2 = 0.9821

0.0289), r2 = 0.9753Y = 0.3056 + 0.9453 x (S.E. =
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Class 5

f.or n=12, n=32, n=28 and n=21 for classes 1,2,3 anð

5, respect ively '

0.0832 + 0.977 j x (S.8. = 0.0a96), r2 = 0.9533

Moms vafue in hec ta res

Àctual ground-truth value in hectares

Standard error in pe rc en tage

95% confidence limit
number of observations.

where Y

X

P

n

classes 1 and 4 had fairly Low observations. This was

mainì.y due to the problems mentioned earlier resulting from

a change of plan from using LANDSAT TM data to using MOMS

space shattfe data. This is because the earLier stratifica-

tion which was done on a 1:250'000 scale LANÐSÀT MSS FCC

gave broad categories to be ground-truthed for use in the

final classification of the TM data. However, since MOMS was

of high quality especially in terms of spatial resolution

(20 m), this implied that two cover types had to be under-

sanpled. This therefore resulted in the plots of these two

cover types showing a wider deviation from the linear re-

gression Iine at 95% confidence limits' This makes the two

classes (i,e. classes l and 4) rather shaky in terms of un-

derstanding the ac!ua1 correlation between the ground and

the MOMS data.
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The overafl accuracy of cLassification obtained from this

Has 97.7%- The other major problem v¡as that no single spec-

ies could be classified on its own due to the heterogeneity

nature of in the forest. This therefore meant that groups of

species were commonly found in close association and deter-

mined the reflectance patterns as individual groups. This

confirms thaÈ mapping such associations would result in

meaningful species grouping and classification for timber

mea surement .

4"2 FOREST/LAND CO\TER RESUTTS

The preliminary interpretation of both LÀNDSAT MSS FCC

and sample aeria.I photographs yielded six major cÕver types

r,rithin the forest. This therefore led to sampling in most of

these cover types coming up with a comprehensive list of 55

tree species most of which were indigenous' Teo of these

six cover types (agriculture and grasslands) were later com-

bined into one major cover class. Among the indigenous

trees, the six most common commercial species are:

1. Funtumia latifolia (tqutondo or Musakariet);

2. Maesopsis ernini i (Mutere or ¡ausizi ) ;

3. cettis africana (Murundu or Mweyu);

4. Prunus africanum (Mweri or Mwiriza);

5. oLea welwitschii (elgon Teak or Lofiondo); and

6. Antiaris toxicaria (¡,tu1undu) '
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Some of these species have been found in their natural

localities where as the others are in form of natural plan-

tations. The most common exotic plantations in the forest

are: CuÞressus lusitanica (l¿utarakwa), Pinus patula (pine

tree) and Bischofia iavonica (Bishop's h'ood). other species

of CuÞressus, Pinus and Eucalvptus also do exist in small

traces.

out of the 15i5408 pixels (65830 ha) which were re-sam-

pled based on MOMS space shuttle data, 406155 píxeJ-s (23198

ha) were cfassified. Through careful interpretation of the

PCE MOMS image, 4 forest cover classes in addition to a

grassland /agricul,ture class making a total of 5 classes al-

together were identified (Table 6) (rigure 19). 1n total'

380110 pixeì.s (16762.9 ha or 72.3%) of the gazetted forest

area was classified as forest cover. The range of discrimi-

nation between the forest cover classes was from medium

bushes of up*to I m high (fairLy open) through average trees

of between I and 12 m, 13-20 m to trees of over 20 m

height. The densest category of trees incidentally happens

to fall within cover classes of over 20 m high.

The five classes mentioned above are represented by yel-

Iow, green, purple, red and oiange colours on the map for

classes 1,2,3,4 and 5 respectively (See the three maps at

the back pocket). These colours do stand for the different

spectral classes observed on the MoMS digital data. The

classes were Iater assigned species composition based on the

photo and ground data.
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TÀBLE 6

Kakamega forest cover classes obtained from Februaty, 1984

MoMS data.

THEME COLOUR SPECIES CODE PlXELS HECTÀRES PERCENT

1 YelLow
2 Green
3 Purpl e
4 Red
5 orange
- BIac k

Fun tumia/croton
Antiaris,/craibia
Croton/Funtumia
P i nus/Cupressus
Gra s s land/Àgr i c ul- t ur e
Multiclassified ?)¿. '). 1 A

55594 ?451 .7 10.6
215999 9525.6 41 .1
89825 3961 .3 17 .1
18692 824.3 3.5

'1 38578 61 11.3 26.3
7353

TOTAL 4061s5 23198.5 100.0

4.2.1 Funtumia-Croton-Prunus Verv Dense Natural Forest

Among the forest classes, the most dominant is cfass 2

which appears green in colour on the map. This class is

formed by 215999 pixels and covers about 9525.6 ha (41 .1% of

total gazetted forest land). This class is dominated by

three major tree species: Funtumia latifolia' Croton meqal-

ocarÞus and Prunus africanum. Other common species found in

association with the above mentioned trees are: celtis a:L-

ricana, Antiaris toxicaria, olea welwitschii and Craibia

brown i i .

4.2.2 Ànt iar i s-Cra i bia-Bosque ia Mediun Dense Natural
Fore st

The second major category is class 3 which appears in a

purple colour on the map. It is made up of 89825 pixels
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(3961.3 ha or 17.1%). The main tree species here are: ôq-

tiaris toxicaria, craibia brownii and Bosqueia phoberos.

Maesopsis eminii, Funtumia tatifotia, Prunus africanus and

Celtis africana are also common here. This cover type also

includes the plantation naturaf tree species.

4.2.3 Croton-Funtumia-ce1t i 6 Dense Natural Forest

The third cover type is class 1 and appears yellow on the

map. It has 55594 pixels covering 2451 -7 ha (10.6%) . The

dominant trees here are: Croton mesalocarÞus, Funtumia ]g-

tifolia and Celtis africana. The other species also associ-

ated wit.h this cLass are: Craibia brownii, ole¿ welwit-

schii, Bliqhia uni iuqata and Strechonos usambarensis.

4.2.4 Pinus-CuoreEsug Exotic Plantation Forest

The fourth and last forest cover type is class 4 which

appears red in colour on the map. This category is made up

of mainly softwood exotic plantations covering 18692 pixels

(e24.3 ha or 3.5%). The main exotic species are Pinus Þatu-

Ia and cuÞressus lusitanica. other species sited in some

places though not spotted in the areas of ground truthing

are Eucalvptus safiqna, Pinus radiata and Cupressus spp' A

complete Iist of all the species identified in the field is

given in Àppendix E. This list should not be taken as ex-

haustive. with an increased sanple size, many more couLd

stiIl be identified.
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4.2.5 OÞen Grassland and Àoriculture Cover TvDe

A last but separate category which is not a forest type

is class 5 which appears orange on the map. This is made up

of 138578 pixels ( 61 1 1 .3 ha or 26.3%) ' This rnainly repre-

sents the agriculturaL areas together vrith grassland areas

which form glades around the forested areas.

Most of the grassland areas are utilized by the inhabi-

tants of the surrounding zone for livestock grazing' Live-

stock (sheep, goats, cattle and donkeys) are transported

daily to the forest for grazing. Goats especially' which

are known to be both bror,¡sers and grazersr cause most of the

harm to the forest, They cl-ear most of the herbaceous ma-

terials and any seedlings or regenerating naterials which

would otherwise have grown into a forest once more. Some of

these livestock tend to nibble off the stems of some trees

therefore resulting into mass damage of the forest.

UsuaIly, agricultural activities are encouraged to clear

the natural forest in preparation for planting new seedlings

of the exotic plantation species' More often than not this

is usually over-exaggerated to an extent that peopJ-e now

tend to clear more natural forests for growing subsistence

crops such as maize. This continues for about 2-3 years.

without any replacement of tree seedlings in the cfeared

areas. The trees that are removed from such clearings are

either sawn into timber or burnt for charcoal and the rest
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are Ìeft tor fuelwood gatherers. Should this process contin-

ue for ever and ever, the fate of the forest in the future

remains to be guessed.

4.2.6 Other Remarks

The indigeneous tree species in plantations have a simi-

lar reflectance pattern to their imrnediate surroundings

(i.e. adjacent natural forested areas). This Èherefore made

it rather difficult to separate such plantations from the

rest of the forest. Since their canopy structure is similar

to the medium dense forest category, they were as such cfas-

sified together as class 3 (purple colour on the map).

There çere 7353 pixels (324.3 ha or 1.4%) r¡hich were mul-

ticlassified. This was mainly in areas along the major riv-

ers and in the shadow areas around major forest plantations.

This problem would probably have been less if the data used

were of 3 channels as for MSS or SPOT unlike the tvro chan-

nelled information which was used in this project. The

whole classified area was 406155 pixels (23198 ha).

Since this informa!ion source is guite similar to tha! of

SPoT imagery in terrns of spatial resofution, it is assumed

that the SPOT multispectral data of 3 bands rnight be superi-

or to the MOMS tape. In any case, since MOMS was just a one

time fLown systemr it is presumed that the results obtained

from this study will probably serve as a benchmark for use
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in the continuasly operating SPOT imagery' Efforts of com-

paring the two imagery for the same area might prove useful

in future.

4.3 TII¡ÍBER VOLI,,ME RESI,LTS

Having obtained the forest cover types from the MOMS data

the actual timber volume was cornputed by weighting with the

results obtained from both the ground and aerial photo-

graphs. ln other words the timber volume/ha figure was then

multiplied by actual area under each cover to give the totaf

timber available in the forest (Table 7).

The volume of wood/ha varied greatfy between the classes

from 66.620 M3/ha in class 3 to 102.560 Ms/ha in class 4

(exotic plantation forest) wittr sÈandard errors ot 1.4% anð

'1 .3% respectively, Class 2 (green colour on the map) was es-

tirnated to have 75.086 M3/ha whereas class 1 (yeIIow col-our

on the map) had 84.568 M3 /ha with standard errors of. 1.2%

and 4.2% respectively.

This difference in volume between the classes was basi-

cally due to the great diversity of species among these

classes. Different tree species have different life forms

and therefore grow to varying heights and diameters. Ànother

source of variation in volume/na is mainly due to the selec-

tive strategy of wood cutting from the forest' This there-

fore implied that certain cfasses appeared different in vol-
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ume al-though structurally they were quite similar in species

composition. C1ass three for example had been subjected to a

lot of selective clearing, which made it appear fairly open

and glazed in sma1l patches (See Figures 20-25 for nature of

disturbance). This therefore led to its being spectrally

different from class 2 which was somehoç un-disturbed and

higher.

TÀBLE 7

Kakamega forest total timber volume by cover class based on
1984 MOMS, 1986 aerial photography and 1986 field data.

( M3/HA ) M3

1 Yellov¡
2 Purple
3 Green
4 Orange

2451 .7 84,568
9525.6 75.085
3961 .3 66.620

824 -3 1 02. 560

207 335 . 4
7 1 5239 .2
263901 .8

84540.2

16.3
56.3
20.9
6.6

TOTALS 16762.9 77.275 1271016.6 100.0

In total the forest was estimated to have a timber volume

of. 1,27 1,017 M3 of wood. Class 2 dominated in terms of tim-

ber volume with 715,239 Ms of wood or 56.3%. This was fol-

lowed by class 3 v¡ith 253,902 M3.of wood or 20.8%. Class 1

had 207,335 M3 of wood or 16.7% and class 4 had 84,540 M3 of

wood or 6.6%. Àlthough the latter class had the least per-

centage of volume, it had the highest volume/ha because it

consists rnainly of trees planted at a regular interval and









has been subjected to thinning to improve its yield per hec-

tare. Hovrever, since its percentage cover is smaII, it natu-

rally resulted in a low total volune being reported for this

class.

These area and tinber vol,ume estimates are onJ-y crude es-

timates which should be taken with some caution trhen at-

tempting to extrapol-ate this technique to other forests and

related land management programs. Efforts should therefore

be made to test the validity of using an operational system

such as SPOT in place of MOMS which is no longer operating

before extrapolating this technique to other forests in Ken-

ya.

4.4 SIJIiD¡ßRY

Chapter Iv described the results obtained from the study.

This is followed by a discussion under each section on the

significance of applying this technigue in mapping a tropi-

ca1 forest such as Kakamega in Kenya. The following and fi-

nal chapter deals with the summary and conclusions made from

this study. Recommendations are then outfined based on the

results obtained.
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5.1

Chapter v

SITMMARY, CONCTUSIONS ÀND RECOtrllilEÑDÀTIONS

SI'MMÀRY ÀND CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this study was to assess the feasi-

bility of using remote sensing to assist in classifying a

Kenyan tropical forest into linber volume classes for aid in

proper forest management " Attempts to meet this objective

were geared towards determination of total timber avail-ab1e

by dominant species in major forest cover types, In this

case, both MOMS satellite image, aerial photography and

ground data were integrated together to yield the total tim-

ber volume in Kakamega forest.

The integrated remote sensing technique used for mapping

Kakamega forest in Kenya revealed four major forest cover

types in addition to the agricultural and grassland cIass,

forming a total of five cover classes alltogether. These

cl"asses mainly varied according to species aggregates and

forest height and density which mainly influenced the re-

flectance patterns so obta ined.

An attempt to try and map timber volume based onlv

MOMS digital data was difficult vrithout integrating both

ground and aerial photography data into the model ' At

on

the

the



very most, MOMS data yielded quite useful forest cover re-

sults on the basis of dominant species associations - not in

identification of individual species on their own. However,

the use of both aerial photography and ground surveys yield-

ed quite useful information for actual vol-ume of timber per

hectare in the 4 major cover types so obtained. This there-

fore enabled actual totaf timber volume to be computed from

the three sources in an integrated form. These results

therefore revealed an estimated timber vol-ume of 1.27 míL-

lion cubic metres of wood in Kakamega forest which is summa-

rized as in Table B.

TABLE 8

summary of Timber voLume results obtained for each forest
cover tYPe in Kakamega Forest.

THEME SPECIES COMPOSI TI ON HECTARES TOTÀL VOLUME
M3

1

2
3
4

Funtunia-Croton-P i nus
Ànt iar i s-Cra i bia-Bosque ia
Croton-Funtumia-CeIt i s
Pinus-Cupressus Exotic

2+51 . t
9525 .6
3961 . 3
824.3

207 335 .4
715239 .2
263901 .8
84540.2

TOTALS 16762.9 127 1016 .6

Most of the selective clearing sighted especially in por-

tions of class 3 was a result of charcoal burning operations

and gathering of wood for fuelwood and construction tirnber.

Most of the clear-cutting also sighted in the forest resull-
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ed into class 5 which Yras

and cattle grazing. These

forest and requires a major

of this forest.

mainly utilized for cul-tivation

form major disturbances in the

attention for future management

This study, being a base, provides recommendations for

managing forests in Kakamega district and possibly for the

whole of Kenya. As for Kenya, the establishment of a good

Geographical rnformation System (GlS) based on such data

sources will be a valuable asset to foresters and other re-

lated resource decision-makers in the country. These recom-

mendations should be used alongside those made by FAo (1985)

(Appendix F) for fuelwood programs in the country.

5.2 RECOMMENDÀTIONS

Seven recommendations are outfined below for specified

departments to effect for future forest manage[lent in Kenya.

Recommentalions 1,2 and 7 have to be carried out by KREMU

(uinistry of Planning and National Development) leaving the

rest for the Forest Department (Uinistry of Environment and

Natural Resources).

1. To test the validity of using similar data from SPOT

imagery for future monitoring of forest processes in

Kakanega district.
2. To explore the feasibitily of using this technofogy

to map other folests in the rest of the country.
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3. Discourage aIl activities of charcoal burning and

farming at any rate from the forest boundary linits

and instead strengthen the recent Presidential decree

of ptanting tea along the outside boundary of the

forests in Kenya.

Suspend logging activit.ies of the tree species that

appear heavily logged especially Qlge welwitschii and

FunLumia latifolia for a period of 10-15 years while

the empty gJ.ades are being replaced by both naturaf

cultivars and exotic plantations.

Since most of the clearing is for fuelwood; the cur-

rent rural afforestation programs should be strength-

ened to enable people to grow most of the trees for

their domestic uses on their farms instead of inter-

fering with the forest for such uses.

High watch towers should be erected in strategic po-

sitions to enabl-e the observation of fire sources and

especially smoke sources due to charcoal burning.

This will enable the forest management authorities to

curb the situation of clearing trees for charcoal

burning and detection of possible damage due to fire.

ln the mean-time efforts should be made if funds al--

low to construct smoke detectors in areas of high in-

cidence of charcoal burning to give an early warning

system at the moment the charcoal burners start their

operations.

4,

F

6.
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7. The current installation of

country must be s t r engthened

of such data sources as from

try management.

a GIS by KREMU in the

to insure proper utility
remote sensing in fores-
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Àppenilix À

DEFINITION OF TERI/IS

Electromaqnetic SDec t rum:

The ordered array of known electromagnetic radiations ex-

tending from the shortest cosmic raysf through gamma raysf

x-rays, ultraviolet radiation, visible radiation, infrared

radiation, and including microwave and aII other wavelengths

of radio energy.

Forest I nven t orv:

This is an attempt to describe the quantity and quality

of forest Èrees and many of the characteristics of the land

area upon which the trees are groving.

Forest Mensuration:

Forest mensuration has been traditionally concerned h'ith

the measurement of trees and stands, or primary products cut

from them, and the estimation and prediction of rates of

growth.

Groundt ruth 3

Term coined for data/inforrnation obtained on surface/sub-

surface at a study site. Actual physical characteristics



( for exampJ.e vegetation, soils)

tation of remotely sensed data.

formation are prefered terms.

LANDSÀT :

It is an un-manned,

designed spec if ically to

and resources.

and to aíd ín the rnterpre-

Ground data or ground in-

polar orbiting, American satellite

collect data of the earth's surface

MOMS:

t4ódular Optoelectronical MuJ-tispectral Scanner is a

manned, polar orbiting German space vehicle which has

charged coupled device fittings for operation in a space

shut ! Ie .

Mult i sDectraf Scanner:

À Line-scanning sensor which uses an oscillating or ro-

tating nirror, a wavelength-selective dispersive mechanism,

and an array of detectors to measure simultaneously the en-

ergy available in several wavelength bands, often in several

spectral regions. The movement of the platform usualiy pro-

vides for the aLong-track progression of the scanner.

Remote S.ç¡S-!lg:

Remote Sensing is the technology of using the eÌectromag-

netic spectrum to gather information about material objects

on the earth's surface from a distance !¡ithout coming into

actual physic.at contact with the objects'
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Resolution IohotoqraPhic] :

The relative amount of detail which has been reproduced

on a processed photo or image.

Resolution Isensor]:

The relative detail of the data acquired by a sensor in

spectral and sPatial terms.

gg n E_e!:

A device which gathers el-ectromagnetic energy reflected

f rorn a surface or object and presents it in a form suitabÌe

for interpretation.

S!-crg-9-9ç-9!e.:

A binocular optical instrument for assisting the observer

to view two properly oriented photôgraphs or diagrams to ob-

tain the mental impression of a three-dimensional model.

Stereo Tr iÞlet:

À set of three aerial photographs with overlaps for

three-dimensional viewing with aid of a stereoscope.

' Supervi sed Classification:

A computer-implemented process through which each meas-

urement vector is assigned to a cLass according to a speci-

fied decision rule, where the possible cLasses have been de-
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fined on the basis of representative training samples of

known identity.

Thernatic MaÞÞer:

High resolution multiband sensor carried aboard LANDSÀT 4

and 5.



Àppendix B

POINT SÀMPLING B.À.F. 4.6 (2OI - NT'I'IBER OF TREES
PER HECTÀRE REPRESENTED BY EÀCH TREE TÀLLIED

(Each tree tallied represents a basal area of 4.5788 M2

per'hectare:- 4.5788 divided by the basal area in M2 for
irees of the indicated D.B.H. gives the number of trees per
hectare).

D.B.H.
cM.

B.À.
It2

0.0007
0.0013
0.0020

NUMBER OF
TREES/HÀ.

6541 .143
?G,)) 1C.L

2289 .400

3
4
5

6 0.0028

0.0050
0.0064
0.0079

1 635.286
1 174.051
915.760
715.438
tr'tÔ toÊ

7
o

9
10

i1
12
13
14
lÊ

0.009s
0.01.1 3

0.0133
0.0154
0.0177

481 .97 9
405.204
344 .271
297.325
258.689

15
17
18
19
20

227 .A01
201 .709
tuu. tbú
161 .225
1 45 .822

0.0201
0 .0227
0.0254
0.0284
0.0314

21))
¿3
24
25

0.0346
0.0380
0.0415
0.04s2
0.0491

0.0573
0.0616
0.0661
0.0707

132.335
r,l^ ,1 ôt

110.332
101.301
93.254

79.909
7 4.331
69 .27 1

64 .7 64

27.'o

29
30
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't1
32
33
34
tÊ

0.0755
0.0804
0.08ss
0.0908
0.0962

60.646
56.9s0
s3.553
50 .427
L1 qq1

36
37
38
39
40

0.1018
0. 107s
0. 1 134
0.1 195
0 . 1257

44 .97 A

42 ,593
40 .37 7

38.316
36 .426

4- 0.1320
0.i385
0,1452
0.1521
0. 1 590

34.688
33.060
?1 Ã?¿
30.104
28.797

42
43
4+
45

46
47
,1 o

AO

50

0,1735
0..1 810
0.1886
0. 1963

26.391
ttr 1ct?
)L )'t 9,

23 .326

o -1662 27 .550

5t
Êt
53
54
trt

0.2043
0.2124
0.2206
0.2290
o .237 6

22 L1")

20.756
I O OOt

19 .27 1

56
c'1

58
qq
60

0.2463
0.25s2
0.2642
u. ¿ t 54
0.2827

18.590
1'7 qL)

17.331
16 .7 49
16.197

bt
62
63
64
65

0.3019
0.3117
0.321',t
0.3318

1 5,670
15. 157
1 4 .690
14.233
13.800

66 u.3+¿ t

0.3526
0.3632
0.3739
0.3848

13.384
12.986
12 . 607
12.246
I I OOO

67
68
69
70

71
72
73
74
75

0.39s9
0.4072
n .119q
0.4301
0.4418

1 1 .566
'1 1 )¿-L
10.94 1

10.646
10.364
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76
77
78
79
80

0.4536
0.4657
0.4778
0 .4902
0.5027

10.094
9.832
9. s83
9.341
9.108

81
ó¿
ot
84
85

0.s153
0.5281
0.5411n qtr¿t
0.5674

8.886
8.670
8.462
8.262
8.070

86

88
89
90

0.5809
0.5945
0.6082
0 .6221
0.6362

7.882
7.702

7.360

91
qt
93
94
95

0.6504
0.6548

0.6940
0.7088

7 .040
6 .887
6.740
6. s98
6.460

96
97
98
99

100

0.7238
0.7390
0.7543
0 .7 698
0.7854

6.326
6 .196
6.070
5.948

101
102
103
104
105

5.604
E ¿qq
r âô^
5.288

0.80'1 2
0 .81 71
0.8332
0 .8495
0.86s9

106
107
108
.1 09
110

5.188
5 .092
4.998
4.907
4.818

^ ooo')
0.9161
0.9331

111 0.9677
0.9852
1.0029
1.0207
1 .0387

4.732
4 .648
4.566
4 .486
4.408

12
13
14
t5

116 ,0568
.0751
.0936

111.)

.1310

4.333
L )qq
4.187
4.117
4.048

17
18
19
20
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121
122

124
125

3.917
3,854
3.792
3.731

1,1499
1 .1690
'1 . 1882
1 .207 6
1 ))1)

t¿b
127
128
129
130

.2668

.2868

.3070

.327 3

3.672
3 ,614
3.558
3.503
3.450

1 .2469

131

IJJ
134

3 .397
3.346
3.296
3 .247
a I oo

1.3478
'1 .3893
1.4103
1.4314

136
t3/
138
139
140

1.4741

1 .5175
I q?q¿

1 1É1

3.106
3.061
3.017
a o1A

141

143
144
145

.561 4
ÈÔ)1

.6061

.6286

.6513

1 0?t
2.891
2.851
2.811
2.773

146
147
148
149
150

.67 42

.6972

.7203

.7 437

.767 1

2.135
2.698
2 .662
2 .626
1 COI

151
152
I E?

154
155

1 .7908
1.8146
1 .838s
1 .8626
1 .8869

) Lqò
2 .458
) ¿") 1

156
157
158
159
160

2 .396
2.365
? ??tr
2.306
2.277

I ô112
I OtÊO

1 .9607
1 .98s6
2.0106

161
162
tbJ
164
tb5

2,194
2 .168
2.141

2.0358
2,0612
2 .0867
2.1124
2 .1382
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156
167
168
169
170

¿. t t6
2 .090
2 .066
2.041
2.017

2 .1642
2 .1904
2 .2167
2.2432
2.2698

171
172
173
174
175

1 .994
1.971
I q¿R

1.926
'1 .904

2.2966
2 ,3235
2.3s06
2 .37't 9
? 

^nq?
176
177
178
179
180

.882
,86i
c¿n

.824

.199

2 .4328
2.4606
2.4885
2.5 tb5
2 -5447

181
182
183
184
18s

1-780
1 .7 60
1.741
1.722
1 .703

¿. bu lb
2 .6302
2 ,6590
2. 6880

195
204

210
2t5
220
225
230

240

250
aÊtr
265

280
aotr

1 012')

3,0017
3.0021
3.0026
3.0090
3.1015
3.1 030
3.1 050
3. 1060
3. 1075
3.1098
3.2002

3.2025
3.2043
3.2046
3.20s1

,6161
c1È¡

.5250

.47 63

.4756

.4747

.4742
,4735
.47 24
.4308
.4302
/ âôo

.4290

.4288

.4286

SOURCES: TabLes of
Department
Tabfes of

DBH 3-185 CM. were
Data (Repub1ic of

DBH > 185 CM. were

derived f rom Forest
Kenya, 1975 & 1978 ) .

computed by author.
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Àppendix C

VOLI'IIÍE COMPUTÀTION FOR}IIULI

1. The volume of each tree tallied was computed using

the following formula:

T = 3.1429 M (0.5 D)'z

Where T = Volume of each tree in M3

M = TotaI Merchantable or commercial

height of each tree in metres

Ð = Ðiameter of each tree measured

at breast height in metres

The constants: 3.1429 ís the Pi and 0.5 is for

obtaining the radius of the tree from the ÐBH.

2. The tÕta1 voLume of v¡ood per hectare is cafculaled

using the following formula.

H=TC

l,¡here H = Total volurne per hectare

in M3

T = Volume of each tree in Ms

- 't 08 -



C = Number of trees Per hectare.

3. The vofume for each cover class in the entire forest

v¡as calculated using the following formula.

v=AH

where v = Total timber volume for each

cover class in M3

.A = Area of each forest cover

cl-ass in hec ta re s

H = Total volume per hectare in Ms

To geL the total timber for the entire forest,

the total limber for all the cover types were

added.

4. The overall formuLa then for calculating total timber

volume in each cover class is:

v = 3.1429 tq (0.5 D)2 C À H
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where V = Total Timber volume for each

cover class in M3

M = Merchantable or commerc iaI

tree height in metres

D = Diameter at breast height in

metres

C = Number of trees per hectare

H = Total volume per hectare im M3

A = Area covered by each cover ciass

in hectares.

This is equally summed for all the cover classes

to give the total timber available in the entire for-

est.
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ÀpPendix E

KAKÀMEGÀ FOREST SPECIES COI¡IPOSITION'

CODE SYMBOL SPECIES LÀTIN NÀ¡t'fE

1986

LOCÀL,/COMITON NÀüE

HM Haronga madagascariensis Esorongo' Musila

PK Polyscias kikuyuensis Mwanzu' Mutati

MK l'lacaranga kifimandscharica Macaranga

BO Beguaertiodendron oblanceolatum Musami a

CÀ Celtis africana Murundur Mweyu

FE Ficus exasPerata Museno

pA Prunas africanum Mweri, Mwiriza

BP Bosqueia Phoberos Mba I Ia kaYa

CB Craibia browni i Muhonde

cD celtis durandii Musa' Musienze

TG Trema guineensis Muhethu' Musakhala

ML Morus laclea Munuku

AT Antiaris Loxicaria l'1ul undu

CS Croton sylvat icus l'lusuL sumunamur i tu

CL ChrYsoPhYllurn albidum Mufufu

AA Àningeria alt i ssima Mukangu

ME MaesoPsis emini i Musizi

MP Markhamia PlatYcalYx Lusiola

Ow OIea welwitschii Lofiondo' Elgon Teak

FL Funtumia latifolia Mutondo' Musakariet

01

02

03

04

05

06

o7

08

09

'1 0

tt

11

IJ

16

tt

18

19

20
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21 ÀG Albizia grandibracteata

22 TN Teclea nobilis

23 HD Heinsenia di ervi l leoide s

24 SU StrYchonos usambarensis

25 FC Ficus caPensis

26 MB Manilkara butug i

27 cF Cordia millenii

28 SS Strombosia scheffleri

29 BU Biighia uni jugata

30 TR Tr ichi Ifia roka

31 BM Bridelia micrantha

32 DA DiosPYros abYssiníca

33 ÀB Àcac ia abYssinica

34 PN Premna angolens i s

35 FA Fagaropsis angolens i s

36 SE SaPium elliPticum

3'1 CT Casearia bat t i sc ombe i

38 CR chaetacme ar i stata

39 SC Spathodea nilotica

40 AC A]-angium chinense

41 CO CassiPourea ruwensorensis

42 cM Croton megalocarPus

43 FT Ficus thoningi i

44 CC Croton mac rostachyus

45 CY Cordia abYssinica

46 FM Fagara mac roPhYI la

47 KÀ Khaya anthothelea

48 AU Albizia gummifera

Musenzer 1

Mun de r en du

Mumanda la

Shi koye, Mut i kan i

Muk uyu

Ludolio

Mung ' oma

Museringu

Muikuni, l"lusiama

Mur ur i

Mureru, Muko i go

Muirosi

MunyenYa

Mungar i koro

l'lukarakat i, Kinguluzi

Musasa, l"lu Soso

Mui rung i

L i khomo

Mutsur i o

Mut obolo

Mu ko l oho

Musine, Muk i ndur i

Mukumu

Musutsu, l'lut undu

Muringa

K i kuma ' Muganga

Khaya

Musani, Mukurue

ltJ



49 ÀF Àcrocarpus f lax imiphola

50 FV Ficus verrucocarpa

51 KF Kigelia africana

52 BJ Bi schof ia javonica

53 CU Cupressus lusitanica
54 VK Vitex kiniensis

55 PP Pinus patula

Àc roca rpus

Mut i va

Mutave, Murat i na

BishÕp's wood

Mutarakwa

Meru Oak

Pine t ree
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ÀPpendix F

FI,ELWOOD ÀND ÀGROFORESTRY RECOIIÍMENDED PROGRÀUS--liCai-tgg1) 
FoR KENYÀ (souRcE: FÀo' 1985).

1. rmprove charcoal production techniques and introduce

solar technology for tobacco curing'

2, Intensify management and increase productivity of

natural f orests.

3. Continue to decentralize seedling production'

1. Promote tree-planting with mass media and expanded

extensive programs.

5. Encourage farmef and private sector establishmen! of

peri-urban fuelwood plantings as a component of

broadly-based rural forestry program.

6. Strengthen forestryr tree improvement and training'

Note: Cost of investment = US $ 48 Million'
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